
Water and Dams

Rural Retreat Dam, Wythe Co, VA



Our Presentation

● Our Presentation is going to analyze the uses of water resources, and how 

we as humans affect them

○ We will show how scarcity and other factors affect the ways that we use water 

● We will also be examining the benefits and potential hazards of dams

○ In this we will take a look a real life cases where dams have failed and the impact that had 

on the community 

○ In addition our presentation will examine the technological and ecological factors that go 

into dam construction and also potential ways they could be improved 



What are Water Resources?

● Water Resources are sources of water, that can be groundwater or surface 

water, that are useful or potentially useful. 

○ Potential uses include agricultural, household, industrial, recreational and environmental 

■ Almost all human activities require fresh water in one way or another

● Unfortunately, only 2.5% of the world’s water is  freshwater and most of this 

water is actually frozen in ice and glaciers at the poles.

● Why are water resources important?

○ The average person in the U.S. uses around 525 liters of water per day.

■ With the finite amount of water available we must find better and more efficient ways 



How We Use Water Resources

Household Use ≈ 8.5%

•Average American uses 150-250 gallons per day

•70 percent of water use occurs inside the home

Commercial Use ≈ 87.5%

•Close to 80% of water use is for Agriculture and 

Thermoelectric power





How We Affect Water Resources:

● Pollution

○ from factories, agriculture, municipalities

● Construction of dams in areas that should have never been built on

● Change the natural hydrologic cycle

○ Example being the Everglades where water has been pumped out of the swamp

● Exhaust water resources causing major land disturbances

○ ‘Groundwater mining’

○ Land subsidence



5 Factors of Environmental Cognition

● Cultural Background

● View Of Nature

● Social Conditions

● Scarcity

● Technological and Environmental Factors



Cultural Background

● Highly affected by Religion, Politics, and Economics

● One’s perception is affected by their experience with 

nature

“Water is loaded with symbolism and representation, which 
ensue from societal and cultural particularities and may 
condition not only one’s perception of it, but also one’s 
behavior towards it.”- Gabriel Moser, CULTURAL 

BACKGROUND AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF 

WATER PERCEPTION AND USE

What holds more value, river as is or river for human use?



View of Nature

● Privatization - Is water a human right?

● Access to water affects the way people view water 

as a resource.

● Depending on where people are located spatially 

will change their view on water.

○ Less developed countries typically don’t care about natural 

resources compared to more developed countries

Is nature a commodity or a scenic wonder in need of preservation?



Social Conditions

● Settlement of first civilization
● Conflict 

○ Example: current conflict of who 
owns the Nile

● National borders
● Flood Control
● Creating access to water for 

population
● Irrigation

Why are dams located geographically where they are located?



Scarcity

● 780 million people in the world lack access to 

improved water sources

● Temporal and spatial heterogeneity are two of 

the main constituents of why dams are built.

○ Example being droughts or Monsoons

○ Populations in areas that are far from 

water

How can dams improve our water balance and storage?

Karun 4 dam, Iran



Technologic and Environmental Factors:
How can they be improved to eliminate the risks and decrease 
loss of wildlife?

Technological Factors:
● Add alternate energy sources such as solar 

and wind power
● Update the machinery to run more 

efficiently
● Sediment flushing in narrow valleys

Environmental Factors:
● Clearing the land before building the dam
● ‘floating islands’

Loctac Lake,India



Background Information on Dams 
● What is a dam?

○ A dam is a barrier that has been erected to 

hold back water and raise its level

● Uses

○ The resulting reservoir of water from the 

barrier can be used in the generation of 

electric power and also can be used as a 

water supply from the surrounding area. 

○ Dams can also be used as a sanctuary for   

different fish various and other marine 

species 

The Hoover Dam, located on the 

border of Nevada and New Mexico. 

The dam cost around $49 million to 

construct in 1931 ($750 Million with 

inflation).



Benefits of Dams 

- highly energy 

efficient

- no waste 

products

- flood protection

- aesthetically 

pleasing

- a recreational 

lake created by 

the damSmith Mountain Lake Dam Falling Creek Dam



Causes of Dam Failures

- structural issue caused by age/bad 

design

- damage caused by earthquake

- mechanical failures

- overtopping due to high flooding

- seepage through the dam

- vegetation (trees) growing on dam
usbr.gov ( US Bureu of Reclamation)



Timberlake Dam Failure

- The 75 year old Timberlake Dam 

overtopped and failed on June 22, 1995, 

2 lives were lost after being washed off 

of two highways downstream of the 

dam.

- It was the first dam failure in Virginia 

resulting in lives lost in the age of major 

news T.V. coverage. This failure 

resulted in a general public awareness 

of dam safety issues and major 

improvements to the Dam Safety 

Program in Virginia.

Lakewid.org



Dams in Virginia

- Over 3,500 dams in Virginia, most of which are older than 

50+ years old

- Only 2 lakes in Virginia are natural

- The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries owns 

40+ dams for the sole purpose of creating fish habitats for 

fishing

- Hundreds of flood control dams in Virginia 

Spring Hollow Reservoir, Salem, VA
Photo from Radford University





Dam Video 

Decline of fish population

Efforts to repopulate with fish hatcheries

Locals wanting removal of unnecessary dams

How hatchery fish are killed upon returning because they have no habitat

How trying to rebuild migratory fish runs through commercial hatcheries is 
more of an illusion than reality, in that it doesn’t effectively work

Edward Abbey advocating dam removal and a brief intro to his ideas

This started an environmental movement 



http://youtube.com/v/ZMHEgHSHIyw


Endangered Migratory Fish Species 

Before settlement and dams

Estimated 16 million

After settlement and damming

Estimated 1.5 million

8% of population 

¾ are now hatchery fish

214 of original 400 Pacific stock



Dam it. Build A Hatchery.
Major U.S. Dams

Major U.S. Fish Hatcheries 



3 Key Problems with Hatchery Fish



Hatchery Fish = No Instinct

Raised in concrete pools and hand fed

No predators in tanks

No survival skills

Remain at surface waiting for food which makes them easy targets 
(when released into wild)

Unable to make traditional spawning runs



Wild Salmon are Outnumbered

Hatchery fish now outnumber wild fish ≅ 100:1

Crippling the natural system

Less chance for wild fish to make traditional spawning runs and survive 
them because they are outcompeted 



Inbred Out of Existence

No diversity of hatchery fish “clones” compared to genetically diverse wild salmon

Wild fish have survived thousands of years through a natural selection process that can easily 
be decimated in a matter of years by breeding with hatchery fish

Pass the altered (non-instinctual) genetic pool along to offspring

Each successive generation then continues the dilution of survival instincts



Secret Life of Hatchery Fish 



Restoring Habitat, 
By removal of unnecessary dams:

“Dams have a finite lifetime. It would be economically foolish to remove every dam in the country, but it would 
also be foolish not to rethink every dam in the country and try to decide which of the ones still make sense. 
Which can we get more value economically, aesthetically, culturally, morally and ecologically by sending it back 
to its natural state?” - David Montgomery, University of Washington, Geography Professor; PHD

● Over 76,000 dams over 3 ft high  built since the start of the 19th century (≅ 1 dam built 
everyday since Thomas Jefferson was president

○ Many have lost efficiency and serve no purpose but to deplete fish population 

● Major economic growth and progression in last 200 years at the cost of wild native fish 

● Think about the resources our descendants will value most in 200 or 300 years

○ When a species is gone it’s gone forever

● Wild fish can fend for themselves and if we allow the natural processes to occur then these 
protein/omega-3 rich fish will continue to supply our needs



Penobscot Project
800 dams in Maine

Many are obsolete 

Fish ladders and elevators have not solved 

problem so they are going to more extreme 

measures 

Penobscot River Restoration Trust

Purchased 3 dams for 24 million dollars from a local power 

company

Great Works Dam, Veazie Dam, Milford Dam

Purchased them only to destroy them or alter them



Other Environmental Impacts of Dams

Drowning of forests above dam sites result in decay of organic matter that release methane 
into the atmosphere, which is a greenhouse gas

About 4% of total GHG emissions

The resulting reservoir also fragments the river ecosystems by isolating populations above 
and below dam site

Reduction of  species in watershed

Dams trap sediments in reservoir that are essential in maintaining river systems

Building dams change the existing riverine ecosystem

Changes in temperature, chemical composition, dissolved oxygen levels and the physical properties of 
a reservoir are often not suitable to the aquatic plants and animals that evolved with a given river 



Current Event - South Carolina
South Carolina 

experiences record 

amounts of rainfall 

which led to massive 

amounts of water 

impacting the state's 

infrastructure, including 

more than 30 dam 

breaks and 15 deaths in 

South Carolina. 





Current Event - South Carolina

Why did the dams fail?

• Lack of 

maintenance/inspection

• Age of dam infrastructure

• Outdated technology

• Significant number of 

private dams



Current Event - South Carolina

Economic Impacts

Cost to rebuild

Homes lost

People displaced Black Creek in Florence, South Carolina, Monday, 

Oct. 5, 2015. (AP Photo/Gerry Broome)



Current Event - South Carolina

• Potential Positives

• Places attention on 

the conditions of  

the nation’s dams 

(ASCE 2013 Report)


